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PARLIAMENT HOUSE ATTACK CASE

BAAZEE.COM CASE- MOBILE USAGE FOR

OBSCENE MMS

DEFAMATORY SMSes THREAT CASE

200 CRORE LAW SUIT RE TWEETS



MISSED CALL ALERTS SCAM

LPO CASE RE COFIDENTIAL DATA THEFT RE

MOBILE CAMERA

CEO OF A BIG COMPANY LOSING HIS

MOBILE PHONE AND ALL DATA GOING

THEREWITH IT WITHOUT ANY BACKUP



Andy Rubin, Google's senior vice president of mobile
and digital content statistics

•Android device activations now average around
850,000 each day.

•there are more than 300 million Android devices
active around the world

•there are now more than 450,000 applications
available on the Android Market, roughly triple the
applications that were available in February 2011.

http://www.networkworld.com/news/2010/110910-google-android-useful-resources-smartphones.html
http://www.networkworld.com/topics/applications.html


Increased usage of mobiles, smart phones and

communication devices across the world have

necessitated the emergence of a new kind of law

called Mobile Law.



In a layman’s language, the term “Mobile Law”

refers to the law pertaining to mobiles, their usage

and their adoption.



“Mobile Law refers to the emerging legal discipline and

jurisprudence that impacts, pertains to, is associated with or has a

bearing upon complicated legal issues concerning mobiles,

communication devices of any kind whatsoever, mobile networks,

mobile platforms, mobile computers and laptops, as also all data, and

information, in any form, digital or otherwise, which is hosted,

generated, sent, received or transmitted, in any manner whatsoever,

using the said mobile devices and platforms.



The emerging area of mobile law encompasses, within its

ambit, complex legal issues and challenges that would impact

within the mobile ecosystem, any device, computer, computer

system, computer network, computer resources as well as data

or information in the electronic form.

Mobile law promises to become a much bigger discipline of

law as the world progresses towards increasing penetration,

adoption, and usage of mobile devices.



Question - Is there any need for mobile law?

The answer is distinctly Yes because this sector

represent a new horizon in our lives.

Mobiles are not just talking devices. These are

devices that have huge computing powers. For

example, a smart phone in your hand has more

computing power than the computers that were

used by NASA to send man to moon.



Missed call as a means of communication- India’s

gift to humanity

The role of missed calls for decoding hidden

messages and for criminal prosecutions



Mobile Law is the new law of the coming decade. In this field of

discipline, various complicated and complex legal issues will continue

to arise.

These issues will relates not just to the production, manufactures,

sale, marketing, distribution and related activities pertaining to mobile

handsets and mobile devices as also mobile platforms, but would also

incorporate therein, all issues pertaining to data and information in the

electronic form that is resident on these mobile devices or is

transmitted, sent or received, preserved or retained in the said Mobile

devices and mobile platforms.



Mobile law as a legal discipline, is applicable

throughout the world. Different countries have

adopted different rules, regulations and notifications

as also laws which have an impact upon legal issues

pertaining to mobiles. A majority of these legislations

are drafted in an indirect manner.

There are very few direct legislations pertaining to

Mobile Law.



Mobile Phones while driving on the Road

The UK has a ban on cell phone use while driving which started off as

punishable by fine but moved up to causing points against your driving

record. The fines are $250 for talking on a hand-held cell phone and

$100 for text messaging.



Gaming on Cell Phones

Many nations have banned cell phone gaming given

the fact that online gambling is illegal and that there

would be potential for online gambling through

mobile broadband. The issue continues to be debated

around the world.



Rules regarding Camera Phone

The United States has a law called the Video Voyeurism

Prevention Act of 2004 which prohibits people from taking nude

pictures of anyone else with their cell phone camera unless they

have taken consent (and the person is of legal age to give that

consent).



Cell Phones in Schools

Most countries don’t have laws about this but there’s

a lot of debate suggesting that some laws should be

put in place to allow these kids to have their phones

but to prohibit their use from disrupting class time.



Avoiding Cell Phone Spam

Spam on cell phones has been rising and has become

a major problem compelling lawmakers around the

globe for anti-spam law that requires people sending

cell phone ad messages to offer an “opt out” option.

Even Singapore says that cell phone spam should be

illegal.



Misuse of mobiles is increasing with each passing

day. A large number of traditional penal provisions

are not fully equipped to deal with the challenges of

mobility.



Mobile phones, communication devices, mobile platforms and

data and information resident therein or connected therewith, will

continue to play ever increasingly important roles in our lives.

Mobiles will continue to impact the way human interact,

communicate, exchange thought processes, govern, educate,

entertain and disseminate information. These mobile phones,

communication devices, mobile platforms as well as data and

information resident therein or connected therewith have a large

number of legal issues and ramifications connected therewith.



With more and more mobile devices being

connected to the Internet, the focus of industry

players is going more on mobility. With increasing

use of mobile devices for the purposes accessing data

on the Internet, there is increasingly a lot of legal

policy and regulatory challenges.



The fundamental question that emerge is how does the jurisprudence

deal with the mobile devices. There is one set of countries like India

which have specifically dedicated law about communication devices.

The Indian Information Technology Act, 2000 defines the term

“communication devices” to mean cell phone, personal digital

assistants or combination of both or any other device which is used to

communicate audio, video, image or text. Thus, the Indian

Information Technology Act, 2000 becomes the Mobile Law of India

and various aspects pertaining to usage of mobile data is sought to be

covered by the Indian Information Technology Act, 2000.



There are other set of countries which don’t yet

have legislative provisions on regulating mobiles.

Countries across the world have come across with

detailed licensing regimes for regulating

telecommunications and telephony and the

consequent licenses for different service providers.

However, they have still not got dedicated legislations

on mobiles.



There is still a third group of countries which don’t yet

have Mobile Law but which have legislated on

“computer” in the very vast terms so as to incorporate

mobile devices. This is primarily so given the broads vast

generic definition of the term “computer” given in the

relevant national legislations. Nonetheless, there is

general consensus that mobiles and their usages have to

be legally regulated in order to ensure orderly use of

such communication devices.



 The law in this regard is beginning to evolve. The

law has also to be alive to the fact that various new

kinds of mobile technologies are constantly emerging

in the worldwide market. Mobile legislation has to be

technology neutral and not technology specific so as

to block out any specific technologies.



The term “mobile crime” is a relatively new term

which refers to all criminal activities and crimes done

either using mobile phones or done targeting mobile

phones, as also mobile networks and data and

information resident therein. More is a kind of

computer, and the crime committed using the mobile

is known as mobile crime. In India, there is no

specific law on mobile crime.



Broadly speaking, when one looks at the various

kinds of mobile crimes, one realises that the same

could broadly be classified in three main categories:

Mobile Crimes against Persons

Mobile Crimes against Property

Mobile Crimes against Nations



With the widespread adoption of mobiles in India,

the Government of India decided to amend the

Information Technology Act, 2000. These new

amendments will effect by means of the Information

Technology (Amendment) Act, 2008. These

amendments have had the effect of transforming

India’s Cyberlaw into India's Mobile Law.



The Information Technology Act, 2000 after

amendments have trying to cover the communication

devices, that is the only first step. Lot of actions

needs to be yet done to make this law fully relevant in

the context of mobile apps and their misuse as well

as collection of data.



There are variety of distinct legal issues which

necessitate for coming up with appropriate legal

enabling frameworks for the purposes of promoting

the growth of m-commerce and the mobile

ecosystem at large.

Mobile Law is the law of the future. The rules of

the road have yet to be finalized .

The future is lovely, bright and deep, But
Mobile law has promises to keep and miles to go
before it sleeps


